
VESSEL TRAFFIC ANALYSIS  
USE CASE

BUSINESS PROBLEM

Two thirds of our planet is covered by water and with over 

90 percent of the world trade occurring over the oceans, it 

is critically important for authorities to have a complete and 

comprehensive picture of maritime traffic. Obtaining vessel 

traffic data for establishing ship patterns and conducting 

behavioral analysis has traditionally proved problematic across 

these vast and remote areas. This vital information can provide 

authorities with insight into a variety of different applications 

including:

• Prioritizing hydrographic surveys

• Planning for and analyzing suitability of static and dynamic 

routing measures

• Establishing and zoning Areas to be Avoided, Marine Protected 

Areas as well as Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas

• Positioning of physical or virtual Aids to Navigation

• Suitability and planning for GMDSS and SAR infrastructure

• Planning for fishery protection measures in areas previously 

void of information

• Planning of offshore structures such as wind turbines, wave 

generator installations, as well as surface, seafloor and 

subsurface exploration and production infrastructure
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HOW SATELLITE  

AIS CAN HELP?

• Satellite AIS provides 

a complete picture of 

global maritime traffic 

extending the analysis 

capability into remote 

and offshore areas not 

covered by traditional 

surveillance techniques

• Current maritime data 

suffers from limitations 

with significant coverage 

gaps, Satellite AIS offers 

a complete data set to 

support accurate vessel 

traffic pattern analysis
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APPLICATION FEATURE: 
WHY EXACTAIS®?

• exactAIS provides coverage globally, enabling analysis even 

in the most remote areas such as the high Polar latitudes. 

This extends coverage to all areas of interest to maritime 

organizations to perform accurate analysis of ship movements

• exactAIS archived data can be used to build seasonal and 

annual heat maps of maritime traffic globally for areas of 

interest for analysis and planning purposes. This enables 

administrations to prioritize the areas requiring surveys, 

creating a more efficient maritime system

• exactAIS provides dynamic shipping information to build 

behavioral models for more efficient planning

SUMMARY

exactAIS can be used to effectively create behavioral ship 

models and identify historical shipping trends across the globe. 

This provides authorities with the information necessary to 

assess and analyze shipping patterns for developing safer 

vessel routing and planning the development of maritime 

infrastructure.

Traffic patterns captured via 

exactAIS in the Gulf of Mexico

This area, the Gully MPA off the 

coast of Nova Scotia, shows 

tracks from ships carrying 

dangerous cargo through the 

exclusion zone.


